Abstract: This paper prescribes an incremental procedure to construct the Generalized Voronoi Graph GVG and the Hierarchical Generalized Voronoi Graph HGVG detailed in the companion paper 4 . The procedure r equires only local distance sensor measurements, and therefore the method c an be used a s a b asis for sensor based planning algorithms.
Introduction
In 4 we i n troduced a set of 1-dimensional curves which w e termed the Generalized Voronoi Graph GVG, and its extension, the Hierarchical Generalized Voronoi Graph HGVG. These curves are retract-like, in that they have the useful properties of accessibility and departability. F urthermore, under conditions stated in the companion paper, the HGVG is connected, and thus can form the basis for a complete motion planning scheme. We assume that the reader is familiar with the de nitions and results in the companion paper 4 .
In this paper, we develop methods to incrementally construct the GVG and HGVG. It is worth noting that the incremental construction procedure can be used to construct the retract-like network when full geometry of the world is available. More importantly, w e show h o w to implement the incremental construction technique using only local distance sensor data. Hence, this method can form the basis for sensor based planning schemes that connect two points in a robot's free space, or that build concise maps" which encode topological information about a robot's free space.
We brie y review other relevant w ork in sensor based or incremental planning schemes. Many sensor based schemes have been developed, mostly for the planar case see 8 for a review of planar sensor based planning. However, very little analysis of the numerical properties of these schemes has been done. This paper presents a more thorough analysis of the numerical properties of our algorithm than is typical in the sensor based planning literature. Canny and Lin's OPP 1 constructs part of its roadmap the freeways using local information, and is therefore partially incremental. However, the construction of bridge curves," which guarantee the roadmap's connectivity, requires the identi cation of interesting critical points." Complete prior knowledge of the world's geometry is needed to identify the critical points. This is a major limitation of their algorithm for sensor based implementation. Rimon and Canny 7 have recently suggested a way to sensorize" the OPP algorithm. They introduce the notion of a critical point sensor," though the implementation of such a sensor is not well detailed. Furthermore, they do not provide a rigorous way to construct the freeway segments from sensor data. In contrast, this paper formulates a methodical construction of the roadmap segments from sensor data. One incremental approach which creates Voronoi Diagram-like structures can be found in 6 , but it is restricted to the planar case.
The GVG's and HGVG's properties of accessibility, departability and connectivity translate to incremental accessibility, incremental departability, and traceability, respectively, in the incremental construction of the GVG. The remainder of this paper describes how t o m o ve o n to incremental accessibility, trace along traceability, and depart from incremental departability the GVG using only local information. The algorithm is veri ed by experiments that are reviewed in Section 6. In the sequel, we focus on the incremental development o f the GVG. The extensions of these incremental techniques to the HGVG is highly analogous to that of the GVG.
Incremental Accessibility
We de ne Incremental Accessibility to be the ability to access some point of the GVG via a collision free path from any point in the free space, using only local information. Incremental Accessibility is obtained by a sequence of gradient ascent operations of the Multi-object Distance function, dened below.
The distance between a point x and the set of all obstacles C i , i = 1 ; ; n in the environment is de ned as:
1 That is, the distance between point x and the environment i s considered to be the distance to the nearest obstacle. Using nonsmooth analysis which is reviewed in 2 , it can be shown that the generalized g r adient of Dx i s @Dx = cofrd i x : i 2 Ixg; 2 where co is the convex hull operation, and Ix is de ned as the set of indices such that 8i 2 Ix, each C i is the closest object to x so, there can be more than one closest" object.
Since @Dx is comprised of single object distance gradients, it can be readily computed from sensor data.
By performing a sequence of gradient ascent operations on the multi-object distance function, D, along Equidistant Faces, the robot can travel via a collision-free path from any point in the free space to the GVG. Assuming that the robot's initial con guration does not lie on an Equidistant F ace, the robot rst performs gradient ascent o n D whose gradient will be rd i 1 for some i 1 u n til it reaches F i 1 i 2 . From here, the robot performs gradient ascent o n D, but constrained to F i 1 i 2 , u n til it reaches a triple equidistant face, F i 1 i 2 i 3 . This process is repeated until the robot is equidistant t o m objects, and therefore lies on some F i 1 :::i m an edge of the GVG.
Example: Figure 1 is a cross section of a three dimensional world imagine the polygons are coming out of the page which contains two examples of accessibility in three dimensions. In one example, starting from A, the robot follows gradient ascent o f d j until it reaches F jp . F rom there, it does gradient ascent o f D = d p = d j constrained to F jp until it reaches F ijp , an edge of the GVG. There are two important things to note about this Incremental Accessibility procedure. First, the procedure is based on a gradient ascent operation that is constrained to an equidistant face. The constrained gradient w as analyzed in 2 , where it was shown that the proper gradient can be obtained by a projection of the multi-object function generalized gradient which is obtained directly from sensor data onto the equidistant face tangent space. Second, it was shown in 2 that D is nonsmooth at local maxima, and so special care must be taken in terminating the gradient ascent operation. See 2 for details.
Traceability
In an incremental context, the property of connectivity i s interpreted as traceability. More speci cally, traceability implies that using only local data, the robot can: 1 trace" the GVG or HGVG edges; 2 determine all of the edges that meet at a Generalized Voronoi Vertex; 3 change directions at a vertex, and thereby begin tracing new edges; and 4 determine when to terminate the tracing procedure. In this section, we present and analyze a method for tracing a connected component of the GVG. For the sake of explanation, the following discussion is limited to the GVG. However, only minor modi cations are required for the higher order GVG's.
Naively, one could trace an edge by repeated application of the accessibility method. That is, the robot would move a small distance along a given direction|either a xed direction, or perhaps the tangent direction to the current edge. Gradient ascent w ould then be used to move back o n to the local edge. The OPP 1 method and Rimon's sensor based adaptation 7 use this strategy and a xed stepping direction. However, gradient ascent can be a computationally expensive procedure because of its slow convergence. Also, the constant step direction leads to undesirable roadmap artifacts 2 .
Our approach borrows some basic ideas and techniques from numerical continuation methods 5 . Continuation methods are used to trace the roots of the expression Gy; = 0 as the parameter is varied. The incremental construction of a G V G edge can be implemented as as follows.
Let x be a point on the GVG. Choose local coordinates at x so that the rst coordinate, z 1 , lies in the direction of the tangent to the graph at x see Figure 2 . At x, let the hyperplane spanned by coordinates z 2 ; ; z m be termed the normal slice plane." We can thus decompose the local coordinates into x = y;, where = z 1 is termed the sweep" coordinate and y = z 2 ; ; z m are the slice" coordinates. The function Gy; assumes a zero value only on the GVG. Hence, if G is surjective, then the implicit function theorem implies that the roots of Gy; locally de ne a Generalized Voronoi Edge as is varied. By numerically tracing the roots of this function, we can locally construct an edge. While there a r e a n umb e r o f s u c h techniques 5 , we use an adaptation of a common predictor-corrector scheme. Assume that the robot is located at a point x on the GVG. The robot takes a small" step, , in the z 1 -direction i.e., the tangent to the local GVG edge. In general, this prediction" step will take the robot o the GVG. Next, a correction" method is used to bring the robot back o n to the GVG. If is small," then the graph will intersect a correcting plane" Fig. 2 , which is a plane parallel to the normal slice at distance . The correction step nds the location where the GVG i n tersects the correcting plane. where r y denotes the gradient with respect to the ycoordinates. We will show that r y Gy; is full rank at x = y;, and so it is possible to use an iterative Newton's Method to implement the corrector step. If y k and k are the k th estimates of y and , the k + 1 st iteration is de ned as
where r y G is evaluated at y k ; k . After taking the prediction step, the goal of the correction step is to nd where the GVG locally intersects the correcting plane." Fig. 2 There are several things worth noting about this method.
First, to evaluate Gy; and r y Gy;, one only needs to know the distance and direction to the m objects that are closest to the robot's current location information that is easily obtained from local distance sensor data. Second, Newton methods are quadratic in their convergence, and thus they would be substantially faster than the naive gradient ascent techniques. Third, r y Gy; i s a n m , 1 m , 1 matrix, and is thus typically quite small in size e.g., a scalar for 2D environments, or a 2 2 matrix for 3D environments.
The following demonstrates this procedure is theoretically sound and can be implemented using local information.
Properties for Tracing
Our goal in this section is to show that Eq. 5 is well de ned, and that we can always compute using local sensor data a vector which is tangent to the GVG. The proofs of the ensuing lemmas and propositions can be found in the appendix. In proving these assertions, several new and useful properties of the Generalized Voronoi Graph are presented.
Computing the Tangent to the Graph. We rst tackle the question of how to determine the tangent t o a G V G edge from sensor data. Let the Regular Voronoi Graph" RVG denote the Voronoi Graph for the case in which the obstacles are points. Let x be a point on the GVG edge, and let fc i g denote the set of closest points of the m closest obstacles fC i g to x. It should be noted that the RVG edge de ned by the points fc i g and the GVG edge coincide at x. We can compute many items of interest about the GVG b y exploiting the coincidence of the RVG with the GVG a t x. Thus, by knowing the distance and direction to the m nearest points, the tangent to the graph is easily computed. r y G is Invertible. We n o w show that the numerical procedure de ned by E q . 5 i s w ell de ned for su ciently small.
Proposition 3.4 Equidistant Surface F ull Rank Property r y Gy; has full rank i.e., has rank m , 1 in a neighborhood of the GVG on the correcting plane.
Proof: This is a simple consequence of the following two lemmas which are proved in the appendix:
Lemma 3.5 On the normal slice plane, rGx has rank m, 1 for all x 2 F m . Lemma 3.6 rankr y G = rankrG for x 2 F m . Since r y G is an m,1 b y m,1 matrix, by these lemmas, it must have rank m,1 for x 2 F m , and therefore be invertible at x.
Since the rank operation is a continuous function, r y G must be invertible in an open neighborhood around x = y; 2 F m . This open neighborhood will intersect the correcting plane for su ciently small, and thus r y G is invertible on the correcting plane as well.
In practice, the neighborhood of invertibility is quite large with this method. Practically speaking, this result states that the numerical procedure de ned by Eq. 5 will be robust for reasonable errors in robot position, sensor errors, and numerical round o . 
We m a y sometime call a Generalized Voronoi Vertex a meet point," since edges meet" at such a v ertex. Incremental construction of the Generalized Voronoi Graph is akin to a graph search method where the Generalized Voronoi Edges are the edges" and the meet points and boundary points are the nodes." Once the robot has accessed a point on the GVG, it begins tracing an edge. If the robot encounters a meet point, it marks o the direction from where it came as explored, and then explores one of the other m edges that emanate from the meet point. It also marks o that direction as being explored. If the robot hits another unvisited meet point, the above procedure is recursively repeated. When the robot hits a boundary point, it simply turns around and retraces its path to some previous meet point with unexplored directions. The robot terminates exploration of the GVG fragment i.e., there may be other disconnected GVG fragments when there are no more unexplored directions in any meet point. If desired, graph searching techniques such as the A-star algorithm or depth rst search can be used to control the tracing procedure. A later section deals with the cycle condition.
Meet Point Detection
Finding the meet points is essential to proper construction of the graph. While a meet point occurs when the robot is equidistant t o m+1 objects, it is unreasonable to expect that a robot can exactly detect such points. For example, while tracing an edge, it is unlikely that the robot will pass exactly through an m + 1 equidistant point. Furthermore, sensor error may make such detection di cult. However, as shown in Fig. 3 , meet points can be robustly detected by w atching for an abrupt change in the direction of the negated gradients to the m closest obstacles. Such a c hange will occur in the vicinity of a meet point.
Departing a Meet Point
Recall that the robot is equidistant t o m + 1 objects at a meet point. It must be able to identify and explore the ized Voronoi Edge is closer to the m objects, which de ne it, than any other object. This e ects motion away from C m+1 .
Incremental Departability
In sensory based exploration, the robot may o r m a y not know the goal coordinates. If the robot does not know the goal coordinates, it is assumed that the goal is de ned by a beacon which the robot can detect once it is within line of sight of the beacon. We therefore would like to nd a departing method in which the robot can access the goal in a straight line. Treating the goal as an object, create a virtual" Generalized Voronoi Graph Fig. 4 . A star shaped set, bounded by the virtual GVG, surrounds the goal. A straight line path between any point on the boundary of this virtual star shaped set to the goal can be drawn. Generally, the virtual GVG is connected to the GVG and thus there is a point within line of sight of the goal on the GVG. However, as we know from the companion paper, the virtual GVG m a y be disconnected. In this case, it is necessary to build a link to the disconnected component that surrounds the goal. The linking strategy is a special case of the strategy one would use to link GVG cycles to other Second Order GVG edges 3 .
Constructing the Second Order GVG
The second and higher order GVG can be incrementally constructed in a highly analogous fashion. The key is to de ne a function, G, whose roots de ne the Second Order GVG the GVG 2 : G 2 y; = The rst row o f G 2 enforces equidistance between the closest objects C 1 and C 2 . The remaining rows enforce equidistance between the second closest objects. The preceding algorithms and analysis apply equally well for the incremental construction of the Second Order Generalized Voronoi Edges via Eq. 6. In summary, the GVG 2 has the same terminating conditions as the GVG: a Second Order Meet Point, Second Order Boundary Point, and a Second Order Cycle. The Second Order Meet Points are detected in a fashion analogous to the rst order meet points|the robot looks for a change in the gradients to the second nearest object, while maintaining equidistance to the two nearest objects. Again, at a boundary, the robot simply turns around and re-traces its steps to the previous Second Order Meet Point with unexplored directions.
For incremental construction of the GVG, it can be easily shown that the m closest objects will always be within line of sight of the robot. However, occasionally there are scenarios in which the second closest object may not be within line of sight of the robot, thus making incremental construction the GVG 2 quite di cult. Currently, w e are developing a new roadmap, termed the Visibility Hierarchal Generalized V oronoi Graph, constructed solely from line of sight information. However, for now w e rely on an active scanning approach when the robot loses sight of its second closest obstacles.
Experiments
To v erify the incremental construction procedure, we implemented this approach in the planar case i.e. m = 2 on a circular mobile robot base. The mobile robot is the B12 Mobile Robot Base, produced by Real World Interface, Inc., and it is instrumented with a ring of twelve sonar sensors which provide local distance measurement information. While the sensors are quite accurate in distance measurement on the order of 1 cm, their angular resolution is only accurate to 22 o . In terms of our algorithm, d i x can be accurately measured using this robot, but rd i x will be inaccurate.
The result of one experiment is shown in Figs. 6 and 7, though many other experiments were successfully completed. In this trial, the room was T-shaped," with the geometry of the room and the theoretical GVG shown in Fig. 6 . In Fig. 7 i s s h o wn the experimental GVG constructed by the robot. The small squares denote the edge termination points, while the hatched squares represent meet points. For safety reasons, the robot does not trace the edge all the way to the wall's boundary. The octagon shown on the graph represents the scale size of the robot. The experimental GVG edges are jagged because the tangent is crudely approximated. This crude approximation in turn is a function of the angular inaccuracy of sonar distance sensors. However, the GVG i s connected, and the edges are maximally far away from the workspace boundary. Note, the actual GVG construction is quite robust even with large errors in distance measurements. A three-dimensional simulation is underway.
Conclusion
This paper introduced an incremental procedure to construct the GVG and the HGVG. This procedure requires only local sensor distance measurement data, and is therefore practically implementable, as demonstrated by our experiments. Hence, the Generalized Voronoi Graph and Hierarchical Generalized Voronoi Graph introduced in 4 appear to be useful means for implementing sensor based motion planning algorithms. We also believe that with small modi cations, some of the numerical methods introduced in this paper can also be useful for sensorizing" other e.g., the OPP method robot motion planners. Finally, there exists a cone whose vertex is x and whose base is S Fig. 8 . The centerline of this cone coincides with the RVG edge and the tangent a t x on this edge. Clearly the base of this cone is orthogonal to the centerline. Due to space limitations, the proof for this is omitted. Since, by de nition the tangent to the RVG is orthogonal to the normal slice plane and the normal slice plane and base plane are parallel, the tangent is orthogonal to the base plane, the plane which contains the m nearest points. The tangent space at a point x 2 G ,1 0 is simply the null space of rGx. Let Since the set of closest points, fc i g, is the same for the GVG and RVG a t x, Gx = V G x a t x. F urthermore, rGx = rV G x a t x, and thus they have the same null spaces. Hence, the GVG and RVG h a ve the same tangent space.
Proof of Lemma 3.5. For any q i and q j 2 S, w e need to show that the angle, between xq i and n i.e., the x 1 axis, and the angle between xq j and n are the same. Let q i and q j be the vectors xq i and xq j , respectively. hn;q i i knkkq i k = hn;q j i knkkq j k This is equivalent to showing that hn; q i i = hn; q j i because kq i k = kq j k. Let the distance between the slice plane and the base plane be a, t h us, the rst coordinate of q i and q j is a.
hn;q i i = h1;0; : : : ; 0 T ; a; q 2 i ; : : : ; q m i T i = a hn; q j i = h1;0; : : : ; 0 T ; a; q 2 j ; : : : ; q m j T i = a Recall, n is collinear with the RVG edge, and thus the angle between any point on the sphere S, and the RVG edge is the same. This is equivalent t o s a ying that the angle between any gradient a t x and the RVG edge is the same because one can de ne the gradient a s rd i = q i kq i k Thus, since the lengths of all the gradients are the same, the lengths of all the projected gradients onto the base plane are the same. Furthermore, since the base plane and normal plane are parallel i.e., they have the same normal, the lengths of all the projected gradients on the normal slice plane are the same. See Fig. 9 . H
In the more general case, a cone is de ned by the set of m points fc 1 ; : : : ; c m g, where c i is the closest point o n C i to x.
Furthermore, an RVG edge is also de ned by these m points. Again by Lemma 3.3 the GVG and RVG tangents are equal, so the GVG and RVG normal slice plane are also the same, and by assumption, both orthogonal to the tangent. The gradient vectors emanating from x all have the same angle with respect to the slice plane's normal. Thus, the lengths of the gradients projected onto the slice plane are equal.
